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Our motivation:
Let us not become weary in doing good. (Galatians 6 v 9)
The Philippines – Child poverty
Good news from the orphanage House of Hope!
The first operation has been successful; the straightening
of Jamcy’s tibia has been conducted. Now he has to
continue to wear the support frame for a few more weeks.
Operations for further children are in the planning phase.
Work on the House of Hope has now been completed. The
first children who were taken in at the beginning of the
year have developed well. Angelo, who was the most
undernourished child, now looks healthy and “bonny”.

Currently the house is occupied by 13 children (0-5 years) and therefore operating at almost full capacity. Carsten Aust and
his team provide 24/7 care. In addition to looking after the children, cooking and buying provisions, all other measures to
combat child poverty continue!
The well for fresh water is now operating and provides clean water around the clock. Many thanks for all those who have
made this well possible.
The help for orphans is running – now the aim is to cover the daily costs for (baby) food, milk, diapers and the
staff. We are therefore grateful for every donation!
NEW Romania
From our point of view and realm of experience, unimaginable circumstances can also be found in Romania. Up until 1989,
under the dictatorship of Ceausescu, the value of a child was limited to just being registered in the birth statistics, After the
first year of life, families were left to cope alone with their children. As a result, childrens’ homes were overflowing and the
number of children living on the streets was very high in the 1990s.
In 1997, Hands of Hope, a team of volunteers, began to work amongst children from disrupted, poor families. Today, the
volunteers help 300 children to get food, school materials and tuition.
For this, we also urgently need money to pay for food and school materials, Our foundation supports this project –
every donation is necessary and helpful!
Germany-Albania
In Freudenstadt, in the district of Rems-Murr and in Albania, we continue to contribute towards easing child poverty.
Help us!
We thank you for your help. Without your donations, all this would not be possible. Help us further to alleviate child poverty!
We will continue to invest our energy in order to help the poorest of the poor and we thank everybody who helps us
in this process.
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